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Introduction 
Let k be a commutative field, and let N= @,rO Ni be a graded vector space over 
k; e.g., let N be a connected graded k-algebra. The Hilbert series of N is the formal 
power series 
N(z) = c dim,(N,)z’. 
r>O 
When N is a finitely generated commutative graded algebra, it is well known that 
N(z) is a rational function. It was an open question for some years, whether this was 
also true for finitely presented non-commutative graded algebras. But then Shearer 
1141, Anick [l], and others found finitely presented graded algebras with trans- 
cendental Hilbert series. 
A graded Lie algebra over k is a graded vector space g = oiz 1 g; equipped with 
a graded Lie product [. , .] with [gi, gj]Cgi+;, such that [x,y] =(-l)U”[v,x], and 
[[x,y],z] = [x, [y,z]] +(-l)‘j”[,v, [x,z]] for x~g;, y~gj and zig. (There are some 
further conditions if char k is 2 or 3 [5].) 
The algebras of Anick [l] are enveloping algebras U(g) of graded Lie algebras g; 
i.e., they are graded Hopf algebras. Hence the Hilbert series of a finitely presented 
graded Hopf algebra can be transcendental. 
When N is a finitely presented graded k-algebra of global homological dimension 
2, it is easy to see from a minimal N-free resolution of k, that N(z) is rational. 
However, Anick [2] recently gave examples of finitely presented graded Hopf 
algebras of global dimension 3, with transcendental Hilbert series. 
Indeed, in this paper we give a construction to show that the restriction to finitely 
presented graded Hopf algebras of global dimension 3, does not essentially restrict 
the Hilbert series. 
We have the following result (Theorem 1.1). 
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Theorem A. Let N= k(a,, . . . ,a,)/(f,, . . . , f,) (deg ai 2 1) be a finitely presented 
graded algebra. Then there exists a finitely presented graded Hopf algebra U(g) of 
global dimension 3, such that 
The Hopf algebra U(g) has 3n generators and 2n2 + r relations, and an explicit 
presentation of U(g) is given. 
If the algebra N has generators of degree 1 only, this is also true for U(g). Indeed, 
the mapping NH U(g) gives a covariant functor from l-generated finitely presented 
graded algebras, to l-generated finitely presented graded Hopf algebras of global 
dimension 3. 
In Section 2, we apply the construction of U(g) to the homology of local rings. 
Let R be a (commutative and Noetherian) local ring, with residue field k. It is known 
that Extg(k, k), with the Yoneda product, is a graded Hopf algebra. The Ext- 
algebra is the enveloping algebra of a graded Lie algebra n*(R); i.e., Extg(k, k) = 
Ij(z *(R)). The graded Lie algebra II*(R) is a contravariant functorial invariant of R. 
A Golod epimorphism ([6], [4], [9]) is an epimorphism of local rings f: S * R, 
such that rc *(f) : 71 *(R) -+ 71 *(S) is surjective, and such that ker rc *( f) is a free Lie 
algebra. Hence, we have an extension of graded Lie algebras 
where tL(W) is the free Lie algebra on the vector space W. 
A Golod attached local ring is a local ring R, such that there exist a regular local 
ring Se and a sequence of Golod maps 
Hence, when R is Golod attached, n*(R) is obtained from the finite-dimensional 
abelian Lie algebra n*(Se), by successive extensions by free Lie algebras. 
The PoincarC series of the local ring R is the Hilbert series of Extg(k, k): 
PR(z) = c dim,(Extk(k, k))z’= c dim,(Tor”(k, k))z’. 
i?O izo 
It was an open question for 20 years, whether the Poincart series of a local ring is 
always rational. The negative answer was given by Anick [l]. However, Roos [ 131 
asked whether the Poincare series of a Golod attached local ring is always rational. 
Indeed, Levin (unpublished) proved that if S, -M St --)) S2 = R is a sequence of Golod 
maps, then PR(z) is rational, even if Se is not regular but a complete intersection. 
Backelin [7] showed that every ring with monomial relations only has rational Poin- 
care series. Such a ring is always Golod attached. 
Using Section 1 and the theory of Lofwall [lo], [ Ill, we construct Golod attached 
local rings with transcendental Poincart series. 
We have the following results (Theorem 2.1, Corollary 2.3). 
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Theorem B. Let N be a graded k-algebra, presented by n generators in degree 1, and 
r relations in degree 2. Then there exist a regular local ring S, of embedding dimen- 





the Poincare series of R is 
P&z)=z/[(l +z)(l -nz)2(2-N(z))- 1 +3nz-(2n2+r)z2]. 
C. There exist local rings S, with residue field k, and cyclic S-modules AI, 
the Poincare series of A4: 
Pf(z) = c dim,(Tor~(M, k))z’, 
i?O 
is transcendental, even though Ps(z) = P&?) is rational. 
In Section 3, we give an explicit presentation of a Golod attached local ring with 
transcendental Poincare series. 
1. Finitely presented graded Lie algebras of global dimension 3 
In this section, we associate to each finitely presented connected graded k-algebra 
N= @,tO N;, a finitely presented graded Hopf algebra U(g) of global dimension 3, 
such that N(z) and U(g)(z) are rationally related. 
Let N= k(a,, . . . , a,>/(fi, . . . ,f,) be a finitely presented connected graded k- 
algebra. Let N, = @,,, Nj be the augmentation ideal of N. Let V’ and V” be grad- 
ed vector spaces with bases {a;, . . . , a;} and {a;, . . . , a;>, respectively, where 
deg ai = deg a,! = deg a,‘: Finally, let U_(N+), li( V’) and li( V’) be the free graded Lie 
algebras on generators that span N,, I/’ and I/“, respectively. Consider the split 
extension of graded Lie algebras 
(*) 0 + LL(N+) + g -+ li( I”) x lL( I”‘) + 0, 
where the ii( I”) x ll( I”‘)-module structure on ll(N+) is given by a,!0 a= aja and 
a 0 a,!’ = aaj, where a;e V’, a,!’ E V”, and a;, a, au;, aja E N,. 
The graded Lie algebra g has the following properties. 
Theorem 1.1. Let N= k(a,, . . . , a,>/(fi, . . . , f,.) (deg ai 2 1) be a finitely presented 
graded algebra. Then there exists a finitely presented graded Lie algebra g, such that 
the global dimension of U(g) is 3 (2 if and only if r=O), and such that the Hilbert 
series of U(g) is 
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Moreover, U(g) is presented by 
U(g)=k(al ,..., a,,a; ,..., aA,ai ,..., a~>/([ai:a~~,[ai’,aj]-[aj,a~l, 
15i,j5n,F ,,..., F,), 
where deg ai = deg a,!= deg a,!‘, and deg fj = deg Fj. 
Zffj=C,Cj,aa,,...a,~,a, (Cj,mEk), then Fj is given by 
Fj= c c,.[a&,[..., [ab,_,,%,l...ll. 
0 
Thus, U(g) has 3n generators, and 2n2+r relations. From a minimal U(g)-free 
resolution of k, we easily deduce 
Tor$k, k)(z) = (2 -N(z))( 1 - $, zdeguI)2 +p(z), 
where p(z) is a polynomial, If we choose N with N(z) transcendental, we have 
Corollary 1.2. There exist finitely presented graded Hopf algebras U(g) of global 
dimension 3, such that the Hilbert series U(g)(z) and Tor$k, k)(z) are trans- 
cenden tal. 
The corollary was first proved by Anick [2], by different methods. 
Remark 1.3. Assume N is a l-generated finitely presented graded algebra; i.e., N 
has generators in degree 1 only. Then naturally N1 G V’G V”, and the construction 
is independent of the presentation of N. Denote the constructed graded Hopf 
algebra by U(gN). Clearly CJ(gN) is also l-generated, and the formula for the 
Hilbert series is simply 
U(gN)(z) = (2 - N(z))-‘(1 - nz)-2, where n = dim,(N,). 
If f: N-M is a homomorphism of l-generated graded algebras, then f(N,)CM, 
and f(N+)cM+. It is easy to see that f induces a homomorphism of graded Lie 
algebras gN+ gM, and hence a homomorphism of graded Hopf algebras 
U(gN) + U(gM). Indeed, the mapping N - U(gN) gives a covariant functor from 
l-generated finitely presented graded algebras, into l-generated finitely presented 
graded Hopf algebras of global dimension three. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let the graded Lie algebra g be defined by the extension (*). 
We then have 
&J)(Z) = QUN+))(z) . VU v’>)(z). W(W)k). 
The formula for the Hilbert series U(g)(z) then follows from the well known for- 
mula U(lL(W))(z)=(l- W(z))-‘. 
It is easy to see from the extension (*), that the generators are as claimed, and 
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that the relations listed do occur. Clearly, the global dimension of U(g) is 2 or 3. 
We use the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence [8], in the graded case, to show that 
U(g) has no further relations; i.e., the dimension of the graded vector space 
Tory,(k, k) is 2n2 + r, assuming the presentation of N is minimal. 
Tie spectral sequence associated to the extension (*) is 
E2 P. 4 = Tor “h(k Tor UIL(N+)(k, )) =1 Tor “g P ’ 4 p+q, ,(kkh 
where lj = lL( V’) x lL( V”). We have Ej,q #0 only if PE {0,1,2) and qE (0, l}, since 
gl.dim U(lj)=2 and gl.dim U(ll(N+)) = 1. Since the extension is split, we have 
d& = 0. The other differentials are obviously trivial, and hence 
Tor$(k, k) z Ei, ,, @ EE , . 
Clearly E& = Tor$(k, k) corresp onds to the relations [al, a;], 1 li,jsn, and 
has dimension n*. It remains to analyze 
EF 1 = Toryh(k, ToryL(N+)(k, k)) E Toryh(k, N,). 






= Tar uL(v”) Tar 
P 
( :lL(V’)(k, N,), k) * Tor$!,(k, N,). 
Obviously Et 1 =Toryh(k, N+)=,!?t,@,J?g 1. 
First, we compute Z&: 
_!?& = Tar, UU(P)(TorfL(V’)(k, N,), k)~Tor,“~(~)(kOUIL(V,) N,, k) 
= ToryL(““)( V, k) 3 V’Q V”. 
Thus, &$ has dimension n2, and corresponds to the relations [a,!, aj] - [a;, a;], 
1 Ii, j<n. 
Finally, ,!?i 1 = Tor{“(VV)(B, k) z BOUlicT/” k, where 
B = ToryLcV’)(k, N,) = ker( V’& N, + N,). 
Since V’Q k--f N is injective, we have Bg ker( V’& N+ N). Consider a minimal 
N-free resolution of the right N-module k: 
... -‘F& N+ V”& N+N+k+O, 
where the graded vector space F has a basis corresponding to { fi , . . . ,f,} . Clearly, 
the image of FC& N is B, and since the resolution is minimal, we have 
Eo2,1~B@U11(V,,) k=(F& N)@UIL(Y”) k 
G F& (N@uL~V~o k) = FQ k G F. 
Thus, l?i, has dimension r, and corresponds to the relations F,, . . . , F,. 
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An analysis of E& = Tor$(k, k) gives us gl.dim U(g) = 2 if and only if r=O, 
which completes the proof. 
2. The PoincarC series of Golod attached rings 
We apply Theorem 1.1 to the homology of local rings. We always assume that 
a local ring is commutative and Noetherian. 
To each finitely presented graded algebra N, we associate a local ring R, such that 
N(z) and PR(z) are rationally related. The local ring R is attached to a regular local 
ring by a sequence of three Golod maps, and its Poincare series is transcendental 
whenever N(z) is. 
Recently, Anick [3] showed that to each finitely presented graded algebra N, there 
is a (1,2)-presented graded algebra N’ (i.e., IV’ is finitely presented with generators 
in degree 1 only, and relations in degree 2 only), such that N(z) and N’(z) are ra- 
tionally related. 
We may thus assume N= k(a,, . . . ,a,)/(fi, . . . J,) is a (1,2)-presented graded 
algebra, with Hilbert series N(z). 
Theorem 1.1 yields a graded Hopf algebra 
U(g) = k(ai, . . . , a,, a;, . . . , a;, ai, . . . , a;>/([~;, a;], [al, aj] - [ai, a,!‘], 
lli,jln,F, ,..., F,), 
of global dimension 3. Clearly U(g) is also (1,2)-presented, and its Hilbert series is 
U(g)(z)=(2-N(z))-‘(1 +zz)-~. 
We now apply the theory of Lofwall [lo], [l l] to get a graded ring I? = @,,, Rj, 
‘dual’ to U(g). It is given by l? = [Ext&(k, k)], the subalgebra of the Ext-algebra of 
U(g), generated by the elements of degree one, and we have U(g) z [Exti(k, k)]. 
The graded ring R’ is commutative and (1,2)-presented. It is given by 
1 sizsjsn,Gl, . . . . G,z_,), 
where G,, . . . , G,,_r are k-linear combinations of YiXj + X;Zj, 1~ i, j<n, and are 
‘dual’ to F,,..., F,. The generators Xi, yi, and zi correspond to ai, al, and a;‘, 
respectively (cf. [lo]). 
Moreover, E;=Tor[y(k, k), and since gl.dim U(g)= 3, we have RX4=0, by 
which l? is a local ring. Also, Theorem 1.1 gives us the Hilbert series of R: 
R(z) = 1 + 3nz + (2n2 + r)z2 + (dim,(N,) - n3 + 2nr)z3. 
Finally, let a be an ideal with aCE3, and let R =a/a. Then [Extk(k, k)] z 
[Exti(k, k)] = U(g), and for such a ring R we have 
Theorem 2.1. Let N be a graded k-algebra, presented by n generators in degree 1, 
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and r relations in degree 2. Let the graded local ring R be constructed from N as 
above. Let R = R/a, where a is an ideal with OCR”,. Put 
So=k[[xl ,... ,X,,Y,,...,Y,,2,,...,2,11, 
St =So/(yiY,, 1 li<jln), and S2 = So/(y,yi, zizj, 15 iijl n). 
Then the natural epimorphisms 
So*S,+S13*S3=R 
are Golod maps. Moreover, the Poincare series of R is 
P&) = z/1(1 + z)(2 - N(z))(l - nzj2 - R(-z)], 
where R(z) = 1 + 3nz-t (2n2 + r)z2 + dim,(R3/a)z3 is the Hilbert series of R. 
Corollary 2.2. There exist local rings R, attached by three Golod maps to regular 
rings, such that the Poincare series PR(z) are transcendental. 
Corollary 2.3. There exist local rings S, with residue field k, and cyclic S-modules 
M, such that the Poincare series of M, 
P?(z) = c dimk(To$(M, k))z’, 
120 
is transcendental, even though Ps(z) = P:(z) is rational. 
To prove Corollary 2.3, choose N with N(z) transcendental, and put S = S2. Then 
P&z) is transcendental, Ps(z) = (1 +z)“(l - nz)-2, and S+ R is Golod. But when- 
ever S++R is Golod, we have the formula (cf. [4], [6], [9]): 
PR(Z) = Ps(z)/(l - z(@(z) - 1)). 
Hence, P!(z) is transcendental, even though P;(z) is rational. 
To prove Theorem 2.1, we analyze z*(R), the graded Lie algebra associated to 
the local ring R. We need a lemma, which is a consequence of results of Lofwall. 
In order to state the lemma in a slightly generalized form, we need the following 
definition. 
Let R be a local ring with maximal ideal tn. The associated graded ring Gr(R) is 
defined by Gr(R) = GirO tn’/m’+‘, where m”= R. Clearly, RE Gr(R) for the local 
ring R of Theorem 2.1. 
Lemma 2.4. Let R be a local ring with maximal ideal m and residue field k, such 
that R z Gr(R). Let U(g) = [ExtA(k, k)] be of global dimension three. Then m4 = 0, 
and the graded Lie algebra n*(R) of R is given by the split extension 
(**) O+ll(sV)+n*(R)~g+O, 
where s V is a free U( g)-module. The module structure of the free Lie algebra il(s V) 
is induced by the module structure of sV. 
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Moreover, the Poincare’ series of R is 
PR(z) = zWg)(z)/U + z - Wg)(z) W-z)), 
where R(z) = 1 + dimk(m/m2)z + dim,(m2/m3)z2 + dim,(m3)z3 is the Hilbert series 
ofR. 
Remark 2.5. Since SV is a free U(g)-module, the extension (**) gives us: 
gl.dim. Extg(k, k) = 3 e gl.dim.[Exti(k, k)] = 3, for a local ring R with R E Gr(R), 
and with residue field k. 
Proof of Lemma 2.4. Put R = [Ext$k, k)]. Then, by Lofwall [lo], we have 
Gr(R)=Ra/a, where a is an ideal with UC~?,,. But gl.dim U(g)=3, and so R24=0 
and hence m4 = 0. Since R G Gr(R), we can apply [lo, Corollary 2.51 to obtain the 
extension (**). 
Lofwall [ 1 l] proved also that the module structure of ll(sV) is induced by that 
of SK It remains to prove the formula for RR(z), and to show that sV is U(g)-free. 
We have Rj gTor,y(k, k) and Gr(R) =:/a, where aCR3. Hence m'/m'+ ’ z 
Tor$k, k) for i = 0,1,2, and we can consider m3 as a sub vector space of Tort’$k, k). 
The U(g)-module sV is defined by (Sk’),= vi+ r, where V is the homology of the 
complex (cf. [lo], [ 111): 
(C) 0+m3 Ok U(g)-+Torzi(k, k)O, U(Q)+Tor$ (k, k)O, u(Q) 
+k& U(g)*k+O, 
where the first differential is given by considering m3 as a part of Tor$k, k). 
But U(g) is (1,2)-presented, and of global dimension 3, and hence Tor$Xk, k) = 
Tor[y(k, k) for i = 0,1,2, and Tor$k, k) = 0 for i 24. Thus, (C) is a sub complex of 
the minimal U(g)-free resolution of k; 
O-+Tor$(k, k)O, U(g)+TorFi(k, k)O, U(g)+Tor?(k, k) @k u(g) 
+k@k U(g)+k+O. 
Hence, the homology of (C) is concentrated in homological degree 2, and an easy 
calculation gives us 
I’(z) = U(g)(z) R(-z) - I. 
From (**) we have 
RR(Z) = U(Q)(Z) U(sV)(z) = U(Q)(Z) (I -sVz))Y’. 
But since sV(z) . z = V(z), we have the formula for RR(z). 
Clearly, (m3 @k U(g)) @ I/= Tor$k, k) @k U(g), and so I/ and sv are free u(g)- 
modules. This completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Since U(g)(z) = (2 -N(z))-‘(1 - nz))*, the formula for the 
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Poincart series follows from the Lemma. The first two maps are easily seen to be 
Golod, and so it remains to show .f: &+R is a Golod map. Put S= S,. 
The graded Lie algebra rc*(S) is easily determined: 
n*(S)=Ab(a,,..., a,) x lL( V’) x lL( V”), 
where Ab(a, , . . . , a,) is the abelian Lie algebra generated by the ai (deg ai = l), and 
where II and lL( I”‘) are as in Theorem 1.1. 
The graded Lie algebra n*(R) is given by the split extensions: 
(*) O+lL(N+)+g~lL(V’)xlL(V”)~O, and 
(**) O+lL(sV)-*n*(R)+g+O. 
Clearly z*(f) : n*(R)+ n*(S) is surjective. We must show that ker rc*(f) is a free 
Lie algebra. 
Consider the graded Lie algebra I, defined by 
O-++~*(R)~~L(V’)X~L(V’)-+O. 
It is easy to see that ker r*(f) = f22. Since a sub Lie algebra of a free Lie algebra 
is again free, it suffices to show that f is free. From (*) and (**) we see that f is given 
by the split extension: 
O+lL(sV)-tf+1I(N+)+O. 
We use the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence associated to this extension; 
‘Ep 4 = Torf”(N+)(k, TorylLcSV)(k, k)) * Tori14(k, k). 
Obviously, ‘Ej,,#O only if p, qE (0, l}, and hence 
TorFf(k, k) = ‘E2 1, 1 = Tor rkcN+)(k, ToryL(SV)(k, k)) E ToryL(N+)(k, sV). 
But ll(N+) is a sub Lie algebra of g, and so U(g) is free as a U(lL(N+))-module. The 
Lemma tells us that sV is a free U(g)-module. Hence sVis also free as a U(lL(N+))- 
module, and so 
Tory’(k, k) = Tor,UIL(N+)(k, sV) = 0. 
Thus, f and ker 7t *(f) are free Lie algebras, and so f : S-R is a Golod map, which 
was to be proved. 
3. A Golod attached local ring with transcendental PoincarC series 
We use Theorem 2.1 to obtain a Golod attached local ring R with Pp(z) 
transcendental. For this, we must choose a (1,2)-presented graded algebra N with 
N(z) transcendental. 
Let N be the graded algebra of Anick [l], slightly modified as by Lofwall and 
Roos [ 121. We have 
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N=k(a,,az,a3,a4,aS)/(a,2 ,~~1,~31,~~1,~~1,~~2,~31,~~2,a51,~a4,~s1~ 
bl, 61 - b29 ad, h, $1 - b3, %I>, 
where deg aj = 1. This graded (Hopf) algebra has the Hilbert series 
N(z)=(l-22)-2 n [(1+22’+I)(1 -z2’))‘], 
izl 
which is a transcendental function. Since N has 5 generators and 8 relations, the cor- 
responding U(g) has 15 generators in degree 1, and 58 relations in degree 2. The 
presentation of U(g) is given by Theorem 1 .l, and we have 
U(g)(z)=(2-N(z)))‘(l -5~))~. 
The graded local ring R”, ‘dual’ to U(Q), has 15 generators in degree 1, and 62 rela- 
tions in degree 2. From the formula for N(z), we have dimk(N3)=50, and hence 
dim,@,) = 5. 
Thus, the Poincare series of l? is given by the formula 
P,q(z)=z/[(l +z)(l -5~)~(2-N(z))- 1 + 15z-58z2+5z3], 
where N(z) is as above. Let R =&?/a, where aCR3. To obtain the formula for 
PR(z), we only need to change the term 5z3 (=dimk(J?,)z3) to dimk(I?s/a)z3. 
Explicitly, the graded local ring l? is given by 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
The last 17 relations are the ‘dual’ relations Gr , . . . , G52_s. 
The graded local ring l? is thus Golod attached, and it has transcendental Poin- 
care series Pp(z). Moreover, if we put 
S=k[[x 1,...,X,,Y,,...,Y5,Zl,..., Z5]]/(YiYj, ZiZj, 1 5 iS.il5), 
then Ps(z) = (1 + z)‘(l - 5~)-~, but by Corollary 2.3 the Poincare series P?(z) of the 
S-module l?, is transcendental. 
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